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Recognizing
the red flags
of real estate scams involving
corporate identity theft
Frauds targeting real estate lawyers are getting ever more sophisticated. LawPRO has seen several attempted frauds involving
corporate identity theft. The properties involved may be commercial or residential, but are always owned by a corporation.

How these frauds work
These frauds start with the fraudsters changing
or stealing the identity of corporate property
owners. This is most commonly accomplished
with the filing of a Form 1 Notice of Change
naming new directors and officers. On

occasion, we have seen the fraudsters change
the address of existing officers and directors
in an Annual Return filing. The fraudsters
use stolen or fake identification corresponding
with the names and addresses of the imposter
officers and directors. In some cases, the
fraudsters retain a lawyer to prepare and

file the Form 1; in other cases, they prepare
and file it themselves. The fraudsters then
retain a lawyer to help them sell or mortgage
the corporation’s property. Private lenders
are often involved and existing mortgages
on title may be fraudulently discharged.
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The fraudsters will go to great lengths to
make these frauds appear to be legitimate
transactions. As noted above, they will have
stolen or fake identification matching the
names that will appear in corporate records.
Multiple people may come to the lawyer’s
office, although there is typically one “front
man” who deals with the lawyer. They will
produce a minute book that will be current
and include recent corporate resolutions.
In one fraud involving the purchase of a vacant
$1.3 million property with a $600,0000
mortgage from a private lender, other individuals that appeared to be in cahoots
with the imposter vendor filed a Form 1 to
assume the identity of a corporate buyer.
They retained their own lawyer to act on the
deal and also created a fake minute book.

Red flags
The sophistication of these frauds means
that lawyers must be alert for the “red flags”
that may indicate a transaction is a corporate
identity theft fraud. The red flags that can
indicate a fraud include:
•

Corporation has owned vacant,
disused or run-down property for
a long time, without activity on
title or visible use of the land;

•

Property is in highly marketable
or developing areas, but subject
to restrictive zoning, environmentally
sensitive or lacking road access
(risks not always evident to
private lenders);

•

•
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Real directors/officers/shareholders
of the corporation are elderly,
remote or otherwise vulnerable
(fraudsters may have knowledge
of these circumstances);
Current officers and directors were
appointed very recently (See “Date
Began” in Corporate Profile Report).

This may not be a concern by itself,
but something that is a big warning
sign if there are other red flags;
•

Form 1 is filed after a long period
without a change in control of the
corporation – even where the real
owners or their agents regularly
make corporate filings;

•

Corporation’s head office changed
to a nonexistent or problematic
address (such as a hotel – Google
Street View may assist to
determine this);

•

Corporate resolutions or minute
book have obvious errors or typos;

•

One lawyer retained to discharge
an existing mortgage or file a Change
Notice, but a different lawyer retained
for the borrower in the new mortgage
transaction, or for the corporation
as vendor in a sale;

•

Mortgage statement for discharge
purposes shows much less than the
registered amount of the mortgage;

•

Small encumbrance, such as
a construction lien, recently
registered and discharged from
title (to give credibility to the
fraudster’s claim to be the legitimate
owner of the corporation);

•

Lender’s or borrower’s lawyer
directed to pay sale or mortgage
proceeds to parties with no apparent
connection to the transaction;

•

Clients will say that title insurance
for the new mortgage is not required;
and/or

•

Client will push for fast closing.

The fraudster clients will not be interested
in following up on or solving the issues of
concern you raise. They will discourage any
efforts to investigate the corporation and the
property – another red flag! If you see one
or more of these potential red flags, dig deeper
before you complete the deal. Do not close
unless the red flags you have spotted have been
explained to your complete satisfaction.
While one red flag may not be a problem,
dig deeper if you see multiple red flags. We
have seen fake Ontario driver’s licences used
on a number of these frauds. For a nominal
fee (just $2.50) you can check whether they
are fake with a licence number search on
the MTO’s website. Check addresses and
the satellite view of the property on Google
Maps. You can see what is at the property
with Google Street View, and a personal
drive-by is another option to see the status
of the property. Do not use contact information provided by the client – if he/she is
a fraudster, they have associates standing
by with plausible answers.
Check the Document Last Filed in the
Corporate Profile Report. It will likely be
an Annual Return, but could be a Form 1 –
a possible red flag. A Corporate Document
List search will disclose a history of the
documents filed for the corporation. Ask
for details of the change in control of the
corporation, or permission to contact
the corporation’s previous lawyer, agent,
directors or officers.
In this era of high real estate values, don’t
underestimate the efforts that fraudsters will
put into making frauds look legitimate.
Watching for the above red flags will help
you avoid these scams. Keep asking questions if things don’t add up. Refuse to act if
you are not 100 per cent comfortable with
the answers. n
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